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Mission	
  Well	
  Services	
  Chooses	
  Greenwell	
  Energy	
  
Solu>ons’	
  Secondary	
  Containment	
  for	
  all	
  of	
  its	
  FRAC	
  Spreads	
  
HOUSTON, June 4, 2013—Greenwell Energy Solutions (Greenwell), an independent specialty
provider of proprietary-blended chemicals and environmental services, has been chosen by
Mission Well Services, LLC (MWS) to provide secondary containment for its FRAC spreads
located in the Eagle Ford and Woodbine areas. MWS is a hydraulic fracturing and coiled tubing
service provider, with a focus in south Texas and the surrounding areas.
“In the past we used an off-the-shelf approach for MWS’s on-site containment, but it gave us a
lot of headaches,” said Ben Bodishbaugh, COO of MWS. “We had to piece together smaller precut liners to get containment large enough to meet our specifications. Service was also a
problem. Containment crews would not stay on-site and if changes had to be made on-the-fly
with equipment arrangement, then there was a potential for delays as we would have to call them
back out to the well site. It complicated logistics and delayed operations.”
Greenwell is providing MWS with custom containment sized specifically for its jobs, so it is able
to have one large containment solution, rather than several smaller ones put together. Using this
custom approach, MWS saves costs and the number of containment walls is decreased. This
reduces the opportunity for walls to be damaged by hoses and for personnel trips and accidents to
occur.
“We staff our field service team to align with the often unpredictable nature of the oilfield
industry,” said Ron Wagnon, president	
  of	
  Greenwell.	
  “With variable weather, multiple
companies setting up equipment and general delays, we understand our customers can’t predict
exactly when they need our team on-site and ready to set up services. We dedicate a trained crew
for each and every job and our personnel stay on-site until the job is completed, even if they are
waiting for an extended period of time.”
Greenwell’s containment solutions are ruggedized and designed specifically for the demands of
the oilfield environment. With framed-steel walls that completely surround thick, 60 mil liners,
Greenwell’s containment will not tear or be compromised when personnel and mobile equipment
move in and out of the barrier.
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  Greenwell	
  Energy	
  Solu>ons

Greenwell Energy Solutions is an independent specialty supplier delivering proprietary-blended chemicals, water
treatment and environmental services for the upstream energy industry. Its services span well stimulation, pressure
control systems and fully managed secondary containment that reduce clients’ environmental impact and operating
costs. Through unbiased testing at partner and third-party labs, Greenwell is able to ensure its solutions provide
consistent quality, performance and durability. The company dedicates countless R&D hours to designing
environmentally-friendly chemicals and solutions that perform reliably on every project. For more information, visit
greenwellsolutions.com.
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Providing hydraulic fracturing and coiled tubing services, Mission Well Services is headquartered in Houston, TX
with operational districts in San Antonio, TX and Fairfield, TX. MWS maintains approximately 325 employees led
by a talented management team with substantial management experience in energy services. New, state-of-the-art
equipment built and assembled for today’s demanding unconventional reservoirs, on location expertise and a stellar
safety rating set MWS apart from the competition. Currently MWS targets operations in Texas and all surrounding
states. www.MissionWS.com.

